
OneNeck and Azure SQL
Embrace digital transformation and 
stay ahead of the curve

To stay competitive in today’s marketplace, IT organizations must continuously 

optimize how they maintain and use the data that fuels their operations. 

Modernizing to the cloud as part of a digital transformation can deliver the right mix of 

operational efficiencies and business enablement to drive continued growth.  

Migrating to Azure SQL enables you to embrace digital transformation and stay ahead of 

the curve. 

Azure SQL

Azure SQL Database is Azure’s Database 

as a service (DBaaS). It is an intelligent, 

scalable cloud database service.  In Azure, 

your SQL Server workloads can run as 

either as a hosted service (PaaS), or a hosted 

infrastructure (IaaS). Within PaaS, you have 

multiple deployment options and service 

tiers within each deployment option.

OneNeck, Your Trusted CSP

As a Microsoft Cloud Service Provider, 

OneNeck can help you move or upgrade 

to Azure SQL, leveraging our proven 

experience, best practices, automated tools 

and accelerators, we can: 

n Help match the right Azure SQL 

option for your business requirements. 

Whether you prioritize cost savings or 

minimal administration, we can help 

identify the approach that best delivers 

against the business requirements you 

care about most.
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n Help you migrate to a cloud environment leveraging our deep industry and technical knowledge of Microsoft applications, 

specifically Microsoft SQL. Each of our certified DBA’s have more than 10 years of experience. You will benefit from the 

flexibility and efficiency of cloud services, while ensuring your infrastructure is protected, up to date, and running optimally. 

n Upgrade your on-premises deployment to the latest version of SQL Server.

n Monitor and manage your Azure SQL deployment, including auto-tuning recommendations and Intelligent Insights that 

monitor and detect disruptive events that lead to poor performance and potential downtime. 

Adopt the most current security and innovation technologies with Azure SQL today!


